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With a GIS-based application, you can sort and manipulate data to create new features and produce new maps. You can also process data with various types of filters and attribute and geometry operators. The spatial
organization of your data is different. It's important to understand the structure of the data and the organization that provides the best access to the data. A GIS analyst should understand which layers of data are

required, the structure of the data, and the best method to display the data in a map. For example, you should know whether data points are "geocoded" with latitude and longitude, actual coordinates or points, or if
data are placed as geographic features or attributes. GIS-based applications use standard formats to store and exchange spatial information. These formats include a description of the data structure, along with a

delimiter to separate the components. The best approach to data storage can vary based on your organization. Some organizations choose to store the geographic information and attributes in one file, while others store
them in multiple files. The best method to display the data varies depending on how the data are structured. For example, data that are organized as features appear as icons on a map and can be clicked on to view the
attributes or examine the geographic locations. Data that are organized as attributes appear on a map and can be viewed by clicking on the attribute (i.e., they are not arranged in an area). With a GIS-based application,

you can sort and manipulate data to create new features and produce new maps. You can also process data with various types of filters and attribute and geometry operators. The spatial organization of your data is
different. It's important to understand the structure of the data and the organization that provides the best access to the data. A GIS analyst should understand which layers of data are required, the structure of the data,
and the best method to display the data in a map. For example, you should know whether data points are "geocoded" with latitude and longitude, actual coordinates or points, or if data are placed as geographic features

or attributes. GIS-based applications use standard formats to store and exchange spatial information. These formats include a description of the data structure, along with a delimiter to separate the components. The
best approach to data storage can vary based on your organization. Some organizations choose to store the geographic information and attributes in one file, while others store them in multiple files. The best method to

display the data varies depending
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